Extended investigation on high velocity pseudo surface waves.
Recent communication equipment such as mobile and cellular phones, radio systems, pagers, LANs, have demanded high performance components. Among these components, the last generation of SAW filters and signal processing devices, presenting low loss, flexible frequency and phase response characteristics, control of spurious, and so forth, have played a major role in designing new equipment and redesigning existing systems. The highest frequency obtainable with SAW technology in practical devices is limited to a couple of GHz, usually due to restrictions in the fabrication process involved and SAW propagation characteristics. The pseudo-SAW and the shear horizontal mode, presenting phase velocities circa 40% superior than the SAW and low attenuation along certain directions, have permitted the construction of devices operating at higher frequencies. The high velocity pseudo-SAW, with phase velocities about 100% higher than the SAW and low attenuation in many materials along certain directions, extends the high operating limit of SAW devices even further. In this paper the major characteristics of this new type of wave are reviewed. Extended topics such as: the boundary function magnitude behavior, the relationship between the "growing tilted bulk-like partial waves" and the bulk slowness, the number of roots (uncoupling of modes), and the Poynting vector behavior with depth are explored, enlightening the solution and behavior of this new type of high velocity pseudo-SAW.